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Abstract: The author proposes a variant of descriptive model for evaluation of city environment quality with
the use of anthropocentric approach. Quality is formed of 3 parts: socio-cultural space of the city, ecological
safety for people and technical safety of buildings and facilities. Proposed model was applied to the city of
Tomsk, Russia and the results of this are described in the article.
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INTRODUCTION In our opinion the most comprehensive approach, in

Environment in the cities was studied in many description of quality of city environment is using of the
interesting research works [1-3]. Each of them gives its model (Figure 1). Living territory, in accordance with
own definition of city environment quality and the presented model, fulfills 3 key functions which are
measure of city’s well-being. This article will describe the important for people: social, ecological and protecting.
city environment quality in terms of town-planning Fulfillment of these functions can be measured by a
management. system of indicators

Influence on surrounding  natural  environment Social functions of city territory. We are not going
begins  from development   of  new  plot  of  land to investigate complicated social processes taking place
intended  for  construction.  The construction here is a in city community. Our focus is on reflection of these
kind  of  economic  activities  which determines the processes in object-spatial city environment, in territorial
specific  character  of the impact - its size, danger, objects. The history of any city which is older than 100
duration.  One  of  the  key  tasks  of construction is to years is reflected in material culture objects. These objects
form  comfort  and  safe  environment  in the territory of create unrepeatable, unique, city features. For old cities
the city. spatial structure of old and new blocks depicts the stages

This article is intended to show one of the methods of city history, old objects are of high value as the
of investigation of city environment considered as a result contemporaries of historical events.
of ecological-economic relations established while Such objects form a special "spiritual tissue" of the
changing space by  construction  activity.  I  order to city, "memory of the place" for generations of inhabitants;
give example we investigated the territory of Tomsk to some extent they form sacral symbolic implications of
(Siberian Federal District, Russia). city environment. Fulfillment of social function of city

Description of Quality Through the Territory's his private space, associated with his own biographical
Functions: Urbanization is one of the key geographic history. This is an important characteristic of city
processes of the modern world [4]. Quality of city environment because comfort means belonging of the
environment,  indicators  of  comfort  and   safety  are in environment to the man, ability to provoke positive
the center of attention of all managerial structures of all emotions: a feeling of one's own place, feeling of
cities. belonging to city community, feeling of protection.

terms of geographical particularities of the territory, to

territory is based on turning of a place of man’s living into
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Fig. 1: The model of quality of city environment

In new and not fully adjusted for living city block, in landscape). The resistance of recipient to negative
a new city a man feels himself uncomfortable and impacts was taken as generalized measure of fulfillment by
unprotected and he often tries to protect himself in an the territories of its ecological functions.
aggressive manner. This is a big problem of new territories Protective functions of city territory. This
in which "spiritual tissue" has not formed yet, there are no characteristic, as the previous one, must be measured on
culturally-significant objects. This problem also refers to the base of recipient’s reaction to negative processes and
migration processes, when people who came to the phenomena. But the recipients in this case are technical
foreign (for them) city destroy socio-cultural space objects - city buildings and facilities, negative processes
created by local inhabitants. are dangerous natural processes and phenomena which

Fulfillment by the city territory of social function can are able to ruin technical objects. Any territory is subject
be measured by availability of socially-significant objects, to impact of dangerous natural processes and phenomena
which can contain spiritual tissue of the city. For cities of geological, hydrological and meteorological character.
with long history such objects are valuable in cultural and Being intrinsically natural these process and phenomena
historical sense for a region, state, the whole mankind. change their characteristics in city environment, often

Ecological functions of city territory. Fulfillment of increasing their probability and force.
functions of ecological safety is characterized by Therefore 3 parts  of  the  model  of  city
economical well-being of the region, the level of negative environment’s  quality  characterize  full range of
impacts on environment. The level of negative impacts ecological and economic relations on urbanized territories.
(material and parametric pollution, aggressive visual While exploring (developing) land plot intended for new
fields, sanitary service etc) is measured through reaction construction it is necessary to take into consideration the
of recipients [7]. In investigations of the quality of city following:
environment recipient reacting to changes in environment
is a man, his health, medical and demographic indicators Correspondence of new facility to socio-cultural
of population. environment of the city - its influence on social

Characteristics of ecological safety of specific place function of the territory;
are the subject of study of a number of ecological Harmfulness of new object in regard to ecological
disciplines. In proposed model ecological functions of the well-being of the territory, factors of its location near
city can be described through generalizing parameter, to ecologically dangerous territories;
covering big massive of diversified information. Below we Probability of dangerous natural processes and
shall give an example of such parameter – “geo-ecological phenomena which can ruin the object, probability of
stress of the territory”, recipient of which is both their activization as result of object's operations -
population and natural conditions of the territory (natural condition of technical safety of the territories.
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Fig. 2: Map-scheme urbacenoses Tomsk [6]

Examples  of   Use   of    the   Model:   In  2013 Social functions of the territories of Tomsk. Tomsk
investigation  intended  for  evaluation  of  ecological has a historical status - it means that city government and
conditions  of  Tomsk  was  done  [5].  The territories of community must keep city historical landscape. In order
the  city   were    divided     into urbacenoses   (Figure 2) to assess this function we shall introduce the following
- relatively  uniform  in architectural and natural terms classification of axiological characteristics of the
parts [6]. In order to evaluate the quality of city territories
environment in every urbacenose we shall identify the
characteristics of functions of territories mentioned Territories which have areas occupied by historical
above. buildings.
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Table 1: Classification urbacenoses Tomsk
Categories of socio-cultural space
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A B C D

List of rooms urbacenoses 10, 13, 15, 16, 20, 23, 48, 49 9, 11, 22, 24, 26, 32, 52, 53 6, 7, 8, 18, 19, 21, 30, 33, 35, 1, 2, 3, 5, 12, 14, 17, 25,
36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 43, 46, 47,50 27, 28, 29, 31, 34, 41,42,

44, 45, 51

Table 2: Classification urbacenoses Tomsk on geo-ecological tension [5]
Tensions geoecological situation List of rooms urbacenoses (figure 2)
Clouds 6, 8, 26, 33
Moderate 12, 14, 18, 27, 29, 30, 31, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 45, 48
Weak 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 13, 19, 20, 21, 25, 28, 39, 44, 46, 47
Average 3, 9, 10, 11, 15, 23, 24, 32, 34, 43, 46, 49, 50, 52, 53
Strong 16, 17, 42, 51
Considerable Not found

Territories which have single socio-cultural objects Industrial production of Tomsk which began in XIX
of city purpose, such as buildings-monuments, century was small and occupied small territories. This
separate memorable places. trend to occupy small areas was kept in the Soviet times
Territories which have even one infill socio-cultural and was a characteristic which differed Tomsk from other
object of regional significance - a park, square, cities with gigantic plants. The biggest enterprise which
prominent architectural building - an object, which was harmful for environment is a TES (urbocenose #51),
can not be changed because it will result in loss of enterprise of utilities service. Big plant of chemistry of
prestige by the territory. organic synthesis - petrochemical plant - was erected to
Territories which have no socio-cultural objects. the north from the city out of city territories 

Table  1   presents   the  evaluation  of urbocenoses all industrial enterprises out of residential zones into so
in  accordance       with       described    classification. called industrial parks. Implementation of this idea into
The evaluation’s results show that territories of low value reality started in 2011. 
which have no significant objects of socio-cultural space Technical safety of Tomsk territory. Fulfillment by
(D class) are urbocenoses which appeared as a result of the territory of safety functions was evaluated in regard
disordered construction of  private  houses  with  not to 3 dangerous natural processes: landslide, flood of
many storeys and without centralized utilities system territories in spring and underflooding by underground
(water supply and sewage), urbocenoses of industrial waters. This evaluation was based on geological, hydro-
platforms, warehouse areas. These territories must be geological and hydrological research works [8, 9, 10].
changed cardinally. The most dangerous natural complex on the

Ecological functions of Tomsk territory. In order to territories of Tomsk is landslide, which is reinforced by
identify characteristics of ecological safety of the territory human activity. The landslides influence urbocenoses ##
we shall use the work of Shakirova performed by her in 11, 52, 30. In urbocenose 52 and 30 in the early 1990s this
2005. [5] This work generalizes 20 parameters which dangerous process was activized which resulted in
characterize geo-ecological stress  of  Tomsk  territory. damage of several buildings. Since the end of 1980s many
The parameters were joined into 2 groups - natural funds have been spent on the protection of the territories
sustainability of the territories and anthropogenic impact from landslides [8]. 
on the territory; geo-ecological stress was assessed by Flood of the territory in spring is very rare event in
the difference between them, thus, the recipient in this Tomsk because lifting of water level takes place because
case was natural resistance to anthropogenic impact. of icy blockages. After clearing of the blockages flood

Territory of Tomsk has 5 from 6 possible degrees of does not occur. The last great flood took place in 1949
geo-ecological stress (Table 2) which in general signals when water level lifted for 10 meters. In southern part of
about satisfactory state of ecological safety. Big number the city (urbocenose ##22, 15) in the beginning of XX
of urbocenoses and big area of city territory can be given century they built a dam with the height of 10 m., this
medium, weak and moderate grade which can be explained territory is protected from possible flood. The most
by the history of industrial development of Tomsk. unprotected   zones    are    low  banks   of   Ushaika  river

Today the plans of municipal power are aimed to take
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Fig. 3: Assessment of the quality of the urban environment, Tomsk.

(urbocenose  ##44,45,39,31)  because  the   bed  of the waters from heights accumulate. The flood also results
river was changed and passing capacity of the bed is from incorrect town-planning when underground part of
reduced  near  technical  facilities - bridges, embankments facilities hinders underground water flow, incorrect
[10]. drainage at the site of new construction when

Flood as active process which reduces protecting underground waters are put through drainage system to
functions of the territory impacts the lowest territories of adjacent territories. To some extent underground flood
the city – urbocenoses ##50, 34, 17 where underground takes place on the whole territory of Tomsk [9].
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Table 3: Classification urbacenoses technical safety
The category of space on the probability of the dangerous natural processes
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
a b c d

List of the numbers of landscape and 11, 30, 52 3, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19, 1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 18, 20, 23, 24, 6, 7, 8, 12, 14, 21, 26, 29, 33,
historical Tomsk districts (Figure 2) 20, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28, 30, 31, 25, 36, 37, 38, 40, 43, 44, 45, 35, 41, 46, 47, 48, 51, 52

32, 34, 37, 39, 42, 43, 44, 45, 51, 53
49, 50, 53

Let us introduce classification which describes This is safety of buildings and facilities in regard to
protecting functions of a territory: dangerous natural processes and phenomena and

The most dangerous territories where catastrophes which can preserve valuable elements of historical
are possible (territories subject to landslide); environment of the city. New construction must be
Potentially dangerous territories (territories subject to carried out taking into consideration estimates of
active underground flood, possibility of flood exists, quality of city environment and must not downgrade
non-active landslide), protective functions of which existing levels.
are provided by technical measures; Institutional  environment     of    the    city   must
Conditionally safe territories, which can be only form efficient mechanisms of realization of
flooded a little from underground and it can be inhabitants' rights for comfortable and safe territory
eliminated by technical measures; to live.
Safe territories on which the landslide, flood and Loss of quality of city environment in regard to any
flood from underground are impossible. of above mentioned focuses leads to additional costs

Table 3 demonstrates classification of urbocenoses functions of territory; and in case of big losses in
by the function of technical safety. Double classification regard to social functions they will never be refilled
of urbocenoses means that this territories unit has because the unique, unmatched image of city
complex structure - partly it belongs to one class and environment is lost.
partly - to another.
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